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THE WORLD’S ONLY CARBON  
CERAMIC POOL TECHNOLOGY
COMPASS POOLS FACTS:

•  THE ONLY ORIGINAL AND PATENTED CARBON CERAMIC POOL TECHNOLOGY IN THE WORLD
•  OVER 70,000 POOLS INSTALLED
•  30 YEARS OF WORLDWIDE RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT.

ADVANTAGES:
•  exclusive 3D high-gloss, poreless surface
•  guaranteed against osmosis - totally impermeable!
•  patented ceramic core for greater strength without loss of flexibility
•  fast installation
•  no specialised foundations required
•  strict compliance with approved Australian technology
•  exclusive Closed Beam Technology eliminates the need for steel
•  exclusive Carbon Fibre Layer

Standard fibreglass pool Carbon Ceramic Pools 
– exclusive patented system

Anti-bacterial UV protection coat 
bi luminite colour Series

vinylester base colour

glass fibre reinforced 
vinylester layer

ceramic layer

polyester layer

carbon fibre reinforcement

water resistant layer

Optional Polyurethane insulation

• Fantastic 3D colours with 
 unique colour protection
• Excellent resistance against  
 chemicals, impact damage  
 and high temperatures (up to 35°)
• Excellent protection against  
 UV rays from the sun
• Pourless surface means  
 anti-bacterial and reduced  
 chemical consumption

Colour Series
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UNIQUE TECHNOLOGIES

Bi-Luminite  
Colour

Ceramic Layer

Carbon-fibre  
Sections

Exterior 
Finish Coat

Glass-fibre 
Sections

Closed Beam

Vinylester Base Colour

Glass Fibre Reinforced
Vinylester Layer

Carbon Fibre sections are strategically incorporated to 
structurally reinforce the most stressed areas of the pool.

Carbon Fibre is renowned for its immense strength,  
yet extreme light weight, and is found in the aerospace, 
motorsport, and high-performance yacht industries. 
These properties also make it perfect for use in our 
Compass Carbon Ceramic Pools. 

Closed beam technology enables Compass Pools 
to give your pool the structural stability of a steel 
reinforced pool without the risk of deterioration, 
structural compromise and staining from rust.

•  20% increase in structural strength
•  Greater pool stability

CARBON CERAMIC POOLS®

Polyester Layer

• Fantastic 3D colours with 
 unique colour protection
• Excellent resistance against  
 chemicals, impact damage  
 and high temperatures (up to 35°)
• Excellent protection against  
 UV rays from the sun
• Pourless surface means  
 anti-bacterial and reduced  
 chemical consumption
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WHY CHOOSE A COMPASS
CARBON CERAMIC POOL?

Vinyl Liner Pool
      Low initial build cost

      Easily punctured, ripped or torn
      Liners require replacing  
      regularly (5 - 10 years)
      Walls can deteriorate
      More susceptible to  
      chemical imbalance damage
      Poor energy efficiency
      High lifetime cost of ownership 

Concrete Pool
      Unlimited design capabilities
      Durability when built to standard
      Almost unlimited choice of finishes

      6–12 week installation
      Rough porous surface  
      Increases chemical use
      Cracks in freeze/thaw climates
      Excessive chemical usage
      High initial build cost
      Requires major refurbishment 
      every 10 -15 years
      High lifetime cost of ownership

Compass Ceramic Pool
      Reduced chemicals due  
      to anti-bacterial surface
      Rapid Installation in 2–4 weeks
      Flexible ceramic core
      Exclusive carbon fibre layer
      Lasting investment
      Most pool sizes, shapes 
      and styles catered for
      Easy maintenance
      Low lifetime cost of ownership

      Limited sizes and shapes



10 STEPS
FROM MANUFACTURE 
TO INSTALLATION OF A 
COMPASS CERAMIC POOL

Compass Ceramic Pools is the world’s leading 
manufacturer of one-piece composite pools and 
is committed to building the highest quality, best 
value pool on the market with the most advanced 
manufacturing techniques, the finest materials,  
and the most stringent quality controls.

MANUFACTURE

1 The mould is scrupulously prepared 
so that the pool is easily separated 
from it, giving the pool a superior  
quality of finish.

2 A vinylester base colour is then  
added for the highest impact  
resistance, blister protection, and give  
the gelcoat finish a stunning profile.

3 An additional layer of glass-fibre  
matting, reinforced by chopped and  
hand laid glass-fibre are rolled for 
durability and strength.

4 The heart of a Compass Ceramic  
Pool is our unique ceramic layer,  
adding great strength to the pool  
walls and providing enhanced  
water-proofing.

5 A carbon-fibre layer is strategically   
integrated to structurally reinforce  
specific areas of the pool to give 
enhanced durability and flexibility.  
On top of this comes a polyester layer.

6 Our closed beam sections are then added  
to give rigidity around the pool under the  
coping and eliminate the need for steel.

7 The exterior finish coat is added and the 
completed pool is then lifted off the mould.

8 A finished pool is then loaded onto  
an articulated low-loader ready for  
delivery to its new home.

INSTALLATION
Installing a Compass Ceramic Pool  
is quick and straightforward

9 After the excavation is carefully dug  
to the correct shape and depth, the  
bottom is prepared to attain the correct  
floor level. The pool is then ready to be  
lowered into place.

10 The final steps in the process  
are filling with water and backfilling  
aroundthe pool. After this process is 
completed,the plumbing, filtration  
and electrical equipment  
are installed.

1 2

3 5
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VANTAGE
Compass Pools

THE SELF-CLEANING POOL
The optional VANTAGE self-cleaning system, unique to Compass Pools, is a combined circulation and cleaning system  
which takes away the chore of manually cleaning the pool, and is much more efficient than any pool vacuum cleaner.  
The VANTAGE system gives a Compass Pool owner continuous and effective cleaning from surface to floor.

• VANTAGE - unique to Compass Pools, makes your pool entirely self-cleaning.
• VANTAGE - superior circulation virtually eliminates growth of algae and bacteria.
• VANTAGE - superior circulation reduces the amount chemicals used.

VANTAGE WORKS IN HARMONY WITH YOUR POOL

The Vantage system is a series of synchronised pop-up nozzles installed at strategic points in your pool’s floor 
which work in harmony with its filtration system, automatically and gently sweeping dirt and debris towards the 
pool’s drain where it is dealt with by the system’s filtration system. Makes your pool entirely self-cleaning! 

Powered entirely by heated, treated, filtered water returning under pressure from your pool’s filtration system, the  
VANTAGE system is almost invisible and will not detract from the aesthetics of your new, beautiful pool. Nozzles 
and accessories for the VANTAGE system are available in three colours, complementing the colours of your pool. 

VANTAGE is available only for new pools and cannot be retro-fitted. 
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THE SELF-CLEANING POOL IS NOW  
A REALITY WITH VANTAGE FROM  
COMPASS POOLS!

The pool that cleans itself



ROLLO COVER
Compass Pools

ROLLO COVER
ROLLO COVER SAFETY & ENERGY EFFICIENCY
The Compass Pools Rollo cover is an integrated automatic safety cover system, which rolls and unrolls 
effortlessly across the pool surface at the press of a button. The cover is designed to bear the weight  
of a pet, child, or even an adult and, for even greater safety, an integrated safety ledge prevents the  
cover sinking when under the load. The Rollo automatic slatted pool cover also offers superb insulation 
properties when in place on your pool when the pool is not being used, eliminating heat losses through  
surface evaporation. The energy efficiency can be further enhanced by adding our optional solar version,  
which actively captures heat energy from sunlight and transfers it into the water, and utilising this free  
energy to raise water temperature by between 4°C and 8°C depending on the weather and location.

ROLLO COVER AESTHETICS
The Rollo cover chamber is integral part of your pool structure and houses the hidden mechanism with  
guiding wheels. When opened or closed, slats are smoothly and automatically guided around a stainless steel 
roller and propelled by a sophisticated in-roller motor. When fully opened, the cover slats are hidden completely 
out of sight below the water level behind a panel the same colour as the rest of the pool. 

ROLLO COVER QUALITY
Rollo cover slats are made from high quality rigid PVC,  
designed to resist impact damage and fading  
from the sun’s UV rays.
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1 - Compass Coping
2 - Overflow Skimmer 
3 - Rollo Slats
4 - Chamber Cover 
5 - Rollo Cover Construction
6 - Panel

1

6

4

2
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Beachline



XL-Trainer 90 XL-Trainer 110, 110 FB XXL-Trainer 133 XL-Java 114 XL-Briliant 88 XL-Fast lane 122

COMPASS POOLS | ROLLO COVER
CAN BE INSTALLED IN THE FOLLOWING MODELS:

Beachline Rollo Cover

Overflow Rollo Cover

Standard Rollo Cover

XL-Trainer 72



COMPASS COPING
Compass Pools

As well as looking attractive, the paved area around the pool must also ensure safety.

Compass Pool coping stones are selected for their high quality and durability,  
with some featuring a textured surface providing excellent anti-slip properties.
The front edge and corners of each coping are polished and rounded off so there  
are no sharp edges. Available in five striking finishes.
 

Coping finishes:
• Italian Marble
• Granite
• Sandstone
• Travertine
• Limestone
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For those customers looking to complete 
their wellness project, Compass Pools 
have partnered with the luxury German 
manufacturer Villeroy & Boch. 

Giving you a full range of hot tubs and 
spas to give you the ultimate relaxation 
and entertainment experience. 

VILLEROY & BOCH
Hot Tubs



POOL HEATING

IN THE UK SOME FORM OF HEATING SYSTEM IS ALMOST ALWAYS REQUIRED TO RELIABLY RAISE AND CONTROL 
POOL TEMPERATURE. A HEATING SYSTEM SHOULD OPERATE UP TO AND UNTIL THE WATER REACHES THAT 
DESIRED TEMPERATURE. THERE ARE A NUMBER OF OPTIONS AVAILABLE. SPECIFYING A HEATING SYSTEM IS 
CREATED IN CLOSE CONSULTATION WITH THE CLIENT, AND TAKES INTO ACCOUNT A NUMBER OF FACTORS:

• Air/water heat pump 
 Heat pumps are gaining in popularity for heating pools, 
 especially as the costs of fossil fuels continue to rise. A heat 
 pump works by absorbing heat from the surrounding air and 
 transferring it to the pool water. The ambient air doesn’t itselt 
 have to be warm though, clearly, the warmer the air, the more 
 heat is available to extract, and the more efficiently the heat 
 pump will operate.

• High performance fuel oil heater 
 The same working principle as with an oil heater, but using 
 natural gas, LPG or butane as the fuel. NB: Propane (LPG) 
 and butane solutions offer the same advantages as natural 
 gas, but the running costs are often considerably higher.

• Electric Heating 
 Directly heats pool water via an array of stainless steel  
 or titanium electric heating elements. With escalating 
 electricity prices it is seen as the least viable of the direct 
 heating systems and tends only to be installed in situations 
 where there really is no other alternative.

 

• Renewables - biomass, pellet, and log burners 
 Many consumers are looking to reduce their carbon 
 footprint and their heating bills in the face of ever 
 increasing fossil fuel costs, and solid-fuel renewable 
 heating systems are gaining in popularity in that 
 respect. The real value to consumers is to those 
 looking to run a carbon-neutral system, as long as  
 the fuel comes from a sustainable and replenished  
 source, of course.

• Solar - Evacuated tube 
 Evacuated tube solar systems are relatively efficient 
 collectors of heat, converting the sun’s energy into 
 heat. Whilst they will collect much greater quantities 
 of heat on sunny days, the point to note is that as  
 long as sunlight reaches them, they still work to a  
 degree, and are not reliant on ambient temperature  
 either. However, as the sun is unreliable in the UK,  
 it should only be considered as a secondary  
 (i.e. back-up) system.

• Hybrid 
 Using a combination of renewable and conventional  
 heating systems the ultimate flexibility can be  
 achieved to maintain all year round heat, cutting  
 heating costs to a minium.
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IN THE UK SOME FORM OF HEATING SYSTEM IS ALMOST ALWAYS REQUIRED TO RELIABLY RAISE AND CONTROL 
POOL TEMPERATURE. A HEATING SYSTEM SHOULD OPERATE UP TO AND UNTIL THE WATER REACHES THAT 
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 heating systems are gaining in popularity in that 
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 looking to run a carbon-neutral system, as long as  
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• Solar - Evacuated tube 
 Evacuated tube solar systems are relatively efficient 
 collectors of heat, converting the sun’s energy into 
 heat. Whilst they will collect much greater quantities 
 of heat on sunny days, the point to note is that as  
 long as sunlight reaches them, they still work to a  
 degree, and are not reliant on ambient temperature  
 either. However, as the sun is unreliable in the UK,  
 it should only be considered as a secondary  
 (i.e. back-up) system.

• Hybrid 
 Using a combination of renewable and conventional  
 heating systems the ultimate flexibility can be  
 achieved to maintain all year round heat, cutting  
 heating costs to a minium.

Gas/Oil
Electric

Solar

Air/Heat

Heat Exchange

HEATING RUNNING COSTS

HEATING SOURCE COST COMPARISONS ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Over 6 Months Swimming Season£

SOURCE SPEED RUNNING COSTS TEMP. ACCURACY WEATHER INSTALL COST

Heat Pump Medium Low High Ambient Above 8° Medium

Solar Slow None Low Ambient & Sunlight High

Gas/Oil Fast High High None Med

Electric Fast V. High High None Low

Solar

Heat Pump

Gas

Oil

Electric



ENERGY SAVING POOL

Compass Pools filtration plant delivers 
many benefits over ordinary pools:

• Reduces energy consumption by up to 90%
• Almost silent operation
• Very easy to programme and operate

TRITON II - CLEARPRO (OPTIONAL)
Superior performance sand filters

BENEFITS OF CLEARPRO FILTRATION
• Easy cleaning and maintenance
• No expensive cartridges to clean or replace
• 60% clearer water than conventional sand filters
• Performance comparable with D.E. filters

Traditional
Sand Filter

Triton II with
ClearPro 

Technology

ECO® PUMPS (OPTIONAL)
• Varible Speeds means reduced running cost
• Ultra Quiet
• Easy to remove lid for easy access and cleaning
• Thermal protection in a single-phase motor
• Corrosion resistant, high grade steel motor shaft

100 μ 30 μ 20 μ 10 μ 0 μ

SAND
CARTRIDGE

D.E.
CLEARPRO Compass Pools have a completely  

non-porous surface, which means: 
 
• fewer hiding places for bacteria,  
   resulting in lower chemical usage 
• Compass pools never need to be  
   re-plastered, re-lined or re-tiled,  
   which means lower ownership costs  
   for you and less waste sent to landfill
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ECO® PUMPS (OPTIONAL)
• Varible Speeds means reduced running cost
• Ultra Quiet
• Easy to remove lid for easy access and cleaning
• Thermal protection in a single-phase motor
• Corrosion resistant, high grade steel motor shaft



GENUINE COMPASS VALUE
Compass Pools

POOL EQUIPMENT
“We only install the highest quality equipment from  
the world’s leading brands with proven performance.”

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
• Skimmer
• Return Inlets
• Pool light
• Suction outlet
• Pool pump
• Sand filter

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT
• Automatic water level regulator
• Automatic 6-way filter valve
• Inteligent Salt chlorinator
• LED lighting
• Pool heating
• Counter-current swim trainers
• Water features
• Vantage Self-cleaning system
• iQ® Intelligent Pool  
   Control System

Sand Filter

Suction outlet

Pool Pump
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LED Lights

Automatic valve

Salt chlorinator



iQ®

Compass Pools

iPad App
 
Compass Pools iPad app! 
Now available at the Apple App Store.

The Compass Pools iQ® Intelligent Pool Control 
System offers the pool owner the following, unique 
benefits, not available on conventional concrete,  
liner or one-piece pools

• Automatic chemical analysis and control
• User-friendly remote management of pool controls
• unique owner access to both real time and  
   historical data
• More time spent enjoying your pool with family  
   and friends, and less time looking after it 
• Controls the pool to operate at its maximum  
   efficiency; automatically minimising  
   consumption and reducing running costs  
   and environmental impact
• Remote access and monitoring of systems by  
   Compass Pools, giving real time information  
   across many parameters, and giving you  
   total peace of mind

Unique to Compass Pools, the iQ® Intelligent Pool Control 
System truly is a revolution in the control of your pool and its 
various features and components, allowing total, centralised 
control from the comfort of your home, or even remotely. 

It can also allow Compass Pools UK access to your pool’s 
systems for remote monitoring and the identification of any 
potential problems if they may arise.

INTELLIGENT POOL 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

In the plant room Outdoor Anywhere Online

At home

MAIN CONTROL UNIT
The computer at the heart of the 
system. Communicates with and 
controls the pool’s systems

pH, ORP, 
Conductivity, 
Water Temp

AUX, Filtration, 
Lighting, 
Heating, 
Rollo Cover, 
Swim Jet, 
pH Pump, 
Vantage

REMOTE CONTROL
A waterproof hand-held 
remote control unit which 
allows users to control 
features from poolside

THERMOMETER
Measures the air 
temperature and transmits  
it to the MCU

HOME DISPLAY
Control the pool and manage  
presets from inside your home 

NEW!



GARDEN DESIGN
Compass Pools

BOSE POOLSIDE AUDIO
Bose is internationally renowned for producing the ultimate in 
sound systems. Unique to Compass Pools, we have paired Bose’s 
Environmental speaker system with the Zone Player to give 
the ultimate in outdoor sound reproduction. Perfect for parties, 
barbeques or just a gentle swim. 

TURN YOUR COMPASS POOL INTO AN 
UNDERWATER SPEAKER!
Listen to your favourite tunes underwater as you swim! As an option, 
we can fit special sound transducers which, in effect, then turns 
your pool shell into a giant speaker; transmitting the sound in crystal 
clarity through the water as you swim!

LANDSCAPE &  
SURROUNDING  
ENVIRONMENT
Compass Pools have partnered exclusively with world renowned  
garden designers and landscape architects, to offer a complete  
service for the landscaping around your pool. 

Our expertise extends to hard and soft landscaping, and lighting.  
We help clients to choose materials and plants that will best  
serve them practically and aesthetically.
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OFFERING YOU A COMPLETE SERVICE 
FOR LANDSCAPING AROUND  
YOUR POOL



INSULATION

New Part L Building Regulations. 

Part L of the Building Regulations (Conservation of Fuel & Power, Approved Document L1B) states that all  
new indoor pools have to be insulated to a U-value no worse than 0.25W/m2.K. Compass Pools has developed  
a highly effective system of insulation which meets and exceeds this figure, giving a U Value of 0.22W/m2.K.

COMPASS POOLS INSULATION 

What does this actually mean for me?
In short, lower running costs and a lower carbon footprint. 
Energy lost through the pool shell can be reduced by up to 80% 
(depending on soil type and pool location). The good news is this 
technology is not just restricted to indoor pools, and our outdoor 
pool clients can also benefit from its properties too,  
when specified as an option.

How is it installed?
Insulation is not integrated into the pool’s structure and so water 
tightness of the pool will not be affected. Should there be any 
ground movement, the structure and tiles will remain totally intact, 
unlike conventional pool installation.

Application method
Factory sprayed high density polyurethane insulation straight  
onto the shell gives superior insulation properties with no  
thermal bridging or thermal mass to heat.

Optionally, pipework can be insulated upon request
20 - 21



COMPASS POOLS INSULATION 

Application method
Factory sprayed high density polyurethane insulation straight  
onto the shell gives superior insulation properties with no  
thermal bridging or thermal mass to heat.

Optionally, pipework can be insulated upon request



Modern yachts have long-been associated with the height 
of luxury, cutting-edge design and extreme performance. 
Our new YACHT POOL embodies these same qualities in a 
Compass Pool, incorporating stylish yachting design cues.

The stylized ‘boat nose’ with built-in whirlpool spa is a unique 
innovation in contemporary pool design; while the controls evoke 
the sense of maritime freedom and the open ocean. This effect is 
further enhanced by starting the hydrotherapy massage jets, and 
the feel of a boat deck vista.

The spa surround is finished in teak decking and polished stainless 
steel railing. Coloured LED mood backlighting at night further 
enhances this feast for the senses for the YACHT POOL owner.
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Length: 11,5 m
Width: 4,0 m
Volume: 1,5 m

Flagship launch of carbon-fibre technology



YACHT POOL



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

X-Trainer 45  4,50  3,00  1,24 - 1,49  15 m3  600 kg

X-Trainer 58  5,80  3,45  1,13 - 1,52  22 m3  700 kg

X-Trainer 82  8,25  3,70  1,09 - 1,77  36 m3  960 kg
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X-TRAINER 45

X-TRAINER 58

X-TRAINER 82

4,50 x 3,0 x 1,24 - 1,49

5,80 x 3,45 x 1,13 - 1,52

8,25 x 3,70 x 1,09 - 1,77



Two lanes for health, fitness, and fun for all. Standard pools allow  
only one swimmer to swim at a time. The two lane X-Trainer allows  
two or more people to swim together. X-Trainer’s extra width is also 
ideal for water games and cross-training programmes.  
Aquatic exercise is gentle on bones and joints and is perfect  
for both the elderly and young children.

• modern geometric shape with two lanes
• two staircases with integrated relaxation zone
• gradually sloping pool bottom ideal for the elderly  
   and young children
• wide steps and integrated relaxation zone where massage jets  
   or air massage pads can be installed (available as options)
• integral step ledge for greater pool safety
• relaxation zone in deeper part  
   of the pool

X-TRAINER SERIES



Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

XL-Trainer 72  7,20  3,30  1,50 23 m3  920 kg

XL-Trainer 90  9,00  4,00  1,12 - 1,67  42 m3  1200 kg

XL-Trainer 110  11,00  4,00  1,12 - 1,82  52 m3  1350 kg

XL-Trainer 110FB  11,00  4,00  1,51  50 m3  1350 kg

* for exact dimensions see technical drawing
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XL-TRAINER 90

XL-TRAINER 110

XL-TRAINER 110FB

9,0 x 4,0 x 1,12 - 1,67

11 x 4,0 x 1,12 - 1,82

11 x 4,0 x 1,51

7,2 x 3,3 x 1,5

XL-TRAINER 72



XL-TRAINER
A larger version of the X-Trainer with the following 
additional features:

• a zone in the deep end install-ready for an optional  
   Compass Pools Rollo automatic cover; for installation  
   of optional massage jets, or which can be used as a  
   relaxation area
• perimeter safety ledge for the optional  
   Rollo automatic cover



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

XXL-Trainer 133 13,30  4,50  1,52  89 m3  2400 kg

XXL-TRAINER 133 

13,30 x 4,50 x 1,52
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XXL-TRAINER
A larger still version of the X-Trainer with the 
following additional features:

• this pool has a deep zone and you can easily install  
    a Compass Pool automatic cover or optional  
    massage jets, to enhance your relaxation time
• perimeter safety ledge for the optional  
    Rollo automatic cover



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

Vogue 71  7,22  3,65  1,09 - 1,66 26 m3  900 kg

Vogue 82  8,25  4,25  1,09 - 1,75  36 m3  1100 kg

VOGUE 82

VOGUE 71 

8,25 x 4,25 x 1,09 - 1,75

7,22 x 3,65 x 1,09 - 1,66
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The Vogue carbon ceramic swimming pool represents 
the pinnacle of contemporary pool design, making it the 
perfect centrepiece for any landscaped entertaining area.

Its modern rectangular shape is enhanced by the 
symmetry of centrally positioned entry steps and bench 
seat, combining style and functionality.

• an unobstructed swimming corridor for those  
   who enjoy fitness and fun
• a step ledge around the pool walls, at the perfect  
   height to give children a place to rest and adults  
   assistance when exiting the pool
• a high-gloss pool finish that‘s kind to your  
   swimwear and gentle on your skin

VOGUE SERIES



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

Riverina 67  6,70  3,44  1,13 - 1,59  24 m3  800 kg

Riverina 74  7,40  3,75  1,05 - 1,61  29 m3  950 kg

Riverina 84  8,40  3,75  1,06 - 1,70  37 m3  1000 kg

Riverina 94  9,40  3,75  1,06 - 1,79  42 m3  1200 kg

Riverina 106  10,60  3,75  1,06 - 1,90  45 m3  1400 kg

RIVERINA 106

RIVERINA 94

RIVERINA 67RIVERINA 74

RIVERINA 84

10,60 x 3,75 x 1,06 - 1,90

9,40 x 3,75 x 1,06 - 1,79

8,40 x 3,75 x 1,06 - 1,70

6,70 x 3,44 x 1,13 - 1,597,40 x 3,75 x 1,05 - 1,61
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THE PERFECT FAMILY POOL.

The Riverina carbon ceramic pool is designed with the family 
that loves to swim in mind. With integral entry steps and a safety 
ledge, the Riverina is also safe for children and adults alike.

•  the contemporary freeform design makes Riverina  
    an elegant pool for any type of home or surroundings
•  a gradually sloping pool floor is ideal for children and  
    the elderly
• wide entry steps and an integral relaxation area where  
   massage jets or air massage pads can be installed  
   (available as options)
• a perimeter grip rail and step ledge aid in the  
   confidence and safety of young swimmers
• relaxation zone in the deep end
• integrated hydrostatic relief valve prevents high  
    water table damage
• The exclusive Vantage self-cleaning system available  
   as an option. The pool structure is strong, yet flexible  
   enough to allow for slight site imperfections

RIVERINA SERIES



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

Java 85  8,50  3,81  1,51  42 m3  1100 kg

Java 101  10,10  3,82  1,51  49 m3   1200 kg

JAVA 101

JAVA 85

10,10 x 3,82 x 1,51

8,50 x 3,81 x 1,51
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JAVA SERIES
CLASSICALLY STYLED JAVA SERIES POOL WITH THE 
ORIGINAL COMPASS CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM

Java is a unique pool with a roman end stair and a constant 
depth floor. The impressive roman end entrance superbly 
enhances the lines of the pool, and the Java’s classical 
styling will create harmony in your garden too.

SAFETY IS THE WATCHWORD FOR EVERY COMPASS 
POOL, AND JAVA IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE.

Relaxation zones on both sides and wide integral steps  
in the roman end style make entering and exiting the 
pool easy and safe. The perimeter grip rail sits just 
below the water surface to provide support for children 
and assistance for adults when leaving the pool at any 
point around the edge. The steps, pool edge, and floor 
all have a non slip finish.



* for exact dimensions see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

XL-Java 114  11,40  4,00  1,10 - 1,69  52 m3  1350 kg

XL-JAVA 114

11,40 x 4,00 x 1,10 - 1,69
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XL-JAVA
A larger version of the JAVA with the following additional features:

• this pool has a deep zone and you can easily install a Compass  
    Pool automatic cover or optional massage jets, to enhance 
    your relaxation time 
• perimeter safety ledge for the optional Rollo automatic cover
• sloping floor for decreased water usage



* for exact dimension see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

Briliant 66  6,60  3,65  1,40  27 m3  850 kg

Briliant 74  7,60  3,65  1,40  32 m3  920 kg

BRILIANT 66

BRILIANT 74

6,60 x 3,65 x 1,40

7,60 x 3,65 x 1,40
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BRILLIANT SERIES
The purist elegance of Brilliant Pools. The combination  
of classic, minimalist design and superb practicality  
make the Brilliant ideal for many environments.

•  entry steps are situated to take up as little space  
   as possible
• steps are topped with non slip finish
• perimeter step ledge ensures safe exit of the pool  
   at any point
• relaxation zone for installation of massage jets  
   (available as an option)



* for exact dimension see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

XL-Briliant 88  8,67  3,71  1,50  45 m3  1100 kg

XL-BRILIANT 88

8,67 x 3,71 x 1,50
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XL-BRILLIANT
A larger version of the BRILLIANT with the following 
additional features:

• this pool has a deep zone and you can easily install a  
   Compass Pool automatic cover or optional massage  
    jets, to enhance your relaxation time 
• perimeter safety ledge for the optional Rollo  
   automatic cover



* for exact dimension see technical drawing

Type  Length Width  Depth  Volume  Weight

XL-Fast Lane 122  12,20  2,90  1,50 43 m3  1500 kg

XL-FAST LANE 122

12,20 x 2,90 x 1,50
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The Fast Lane carbon ceramic swimming pool was conceived  
as the perfect lap pool for those who wish to put in some serious 
laps at their own home!

This pool really is for those who like to live life in the fast lane, and 
is ideally suited to narrower gardens and serious swimmers and 
keep-fit enthusiasts.

• this pool has a deep zone and you can easily install a Compass  
    Pool automatic cover or optional massage jets, to enhance  
     your relaxation time 
• perimeter safety ledge for the optional Rollo automatic cover
• perimeter step ledge ensures safe exit of the pool at any point
• this carbon ceramic swimming pool can be installed  
    as a free standing  
   structure or traditionally installed in-ground
• optional Colour-Lock LED lighting system
• custom lengths (longer than the standard length only)
   available on request

FAST LANE SERIES



The Nova® range is one of the most advanced swimming pool surface coating systems in 
the world, giving Compass Pool owners the most beautiful surface finishes available. Its 
translucent, almost holographic, effect is simply stunning.

NOVA® COLOURS

COLOURS
An important decision...
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Nova® | Pearl

Nova® | Navy

Nova® | Onyx

Nova® | Blue

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL



Our exclusive Bi-Luminite® surface and its ‘3D’ colours are a revolution in modern pool finishes. 
The unique striking appearance is achieved by the addition of tiny glittering particles just  
below the top-coat and the application of two paint layers instead of just one. This patented  
‘Bi-Lumination’ process creates unique colour effects, and gives an illusion of great depth  
to the finish. Ask to view our colour samples to see this amazing and unique effect first-hand.

Characteristics:
• Two layers of protective finish applied separately onto the mould surface
• Produces deep, lustrous colour effects akin to the most beautiful marine lagoons
• Coloured layers applied manually as on prestige cars, to ensure each finish is  
    unique and no two pools are exactly the same

BI-LUMINITE® COLOURS

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Granite

Bi-Luminite®

Blue Saphire

Bi-Luminite®

Smokey Quartz

Bi-Luminite®

Golden Pebble

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL



AN ILLUSTRIOUS HISTORY OF FIRSTS
1981 - 2012 | 70,000 POOLS INSTALLED WORLDWIDE
THE COMPASS POOLS SUCCESS STORY

1980 heralded the beginning of the Compass Pools Success Story  
- since then, an astonishing 70,000 Ceramic Composite Pools have been installed worldwide.

• European manufacturing facility since 2005 
• The world’s first Patented Carbon ceramic Composite Pool Technology
• The world’s first brilliant Bi-luminite Colour finish creating water colours of unmatched depth and luminosity
• The world’s first Vantage In-floor Cleaning and Circulation System
• Engineered Self-supporting Technology
• Vanishing Edges, Maxi Ribs and Wet Decks

THE WORLD’S ONLY SELF-CLEANING  
SWIMMING POOL!
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• LOCAL SERVICE IN 33 EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

LOCAL SERVICE ACROSS 
EUROPE


